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About This Content

Raid Mode Downloadable Content.

Rachael in her mutated state after meeting an untimely death.
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP
Processor:Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.4Ghz or better, AMD Athlon™ X2 2.8 Ghz or better
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800GTS or better, ATI Radeon™ HD3850 or better
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:8.4 GB HD space
Sound:DirectSound supported with DirectX9.0c or better
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection
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Capcom is a POS company which abondons its broken games after launch.. Before I say anything, some people buy this specific
character just because they think she's sexy, I for one am not one of those people (not knocking you if you like this type of thing
tho, we all have our own preferences).

I picked this DLC up from the Resident Evil Revelations - Complete Pack when it was on sale, it's a pretty solid character,
however I seldomly use her because of her slow attack speed, firing speed, and reloading speeds; however I don't dislike this
character either, when you are a lower level player (Or even a high level player) and don't feel like putting up money for
ammunition or other supplies, she is a great character to bust out for supply runs, since she has amazingly strong melee attacks
that pretty much crush anything silly enough to get in melee range. So if you can get her during sale like I did, then I would
strongly recommend this DLC character.

Note: Not recommended for certain enemies that can one-shot you.. One of the issues of Raid mode is that it lacks good melee
characters: some of them offer above average performance, but there is only one, Norman, who has the entire close-quarters
bonus package. But nobody plays with Norman.
Then again, nobody plays either with the subject of this DLC, Rachael Ooze, even though she is supposed to be the dedicated
melee character.

The problem with this DLC is that Rachael Ooze sucks. Not just through her suckling tentacle in her zombie form, but because
she has only three bonuses (health regeneration, melee and grenade damage) with nothing but penalties in all other
stats\u2014including melee speed, dodge, and grenade throw range!

Of course, she beats Norman in the gigantic (undead) cleavage department, but other than that, she has little practical use. Sure,
her finisher move hits like a truck, but stunning enemies with her firing and reload penalties is a task that nobody should
attempt.. this will have to do

mom blocked all the sites. I'm surprised the standard Rachael skin isn't the DLC instead. Overall I find this skin to be slower
than the other characters. While having increased melee\/physical damage to balance it out. So it's fun if you like the melee
aspects of combat.

This should be an unlockable character though. That would actually be fun to earn, as opposed to putting in more hours at work
to keep up with the cost of GreedDLCs.

I just watched RE Vendetta the animated film and it did not cost extra to see hot female villian in tight outfit. Or big scary
monster villian. Nor did it cost extra to see the glorious sight of Leon's perfect hair :)

I only have this DLC because of the less than $10 Steam winter sale. Meanwhile I use freeware mods to replace skins in this
game. This Rachael Ooze is almost nothing more than a paid skin mod.

Where's my PC FOV slider as a DLC Capcom? Oh wait, a modder creates that for free also :P

Love the DLC thumbnail zoomed in on slimy HD cleavage. I'm all for digital cleavage, but further monetizing it is pathetic.
What kind of business are they running there?. 10\/10 would still bang. Just a short opinion of mine.

Capcom gave us DLC allowing to play in Raid mode as the sexiest B.O.W in Resident Evil franchise and that is cool, she has
her unique animations and quotes which is also cool. Seeing her walking with gun and shooting other Ooze makes completely no
sense but at least we have fun, which is cool.
But she is still a paid DLC which is not cool, but if you will find it on discount, it will be worth it.

So if you really like the game, entire franchise or at least Rachel buy it on first possible sale, 9\/10.. For people looking for an
extra challenge. This character makes it harder not easier, but she is very fun to play with.
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Conceptually, running around as an insane aquatic zombie woman that uses guns and her zombie apendages to fight other
aquatic zombies is cool. She's got some relatively quick health regen, and her melee attacks are the strongest in the game.

So what's the problem? Everything else. She reloads slow. She shoots slow. She melee attacks slow. She has a tiny dodge timing
window. She has the second worst defense stat in the game (Ninja Keith is slightly worse). She has a reduced grenade attack
radius. Literally everyhing about her (stat wise) except her high melee damage and health regen is bad. Almost all of her stats
are the worst in the game. Not just collectively, but even just seen as single units. Her reload and fire rate are worse than literally
anyone else. Her grenade blast radius ties for lowest. Her dodge has the smallest window. Her defense is the second lowest.

It just really hard to justify seriously using her as a character in Raid mode, so it's equally as hard to justify buying her as a
character to use in Raid mode.. The cleavage the RE series always needed, but NEVER deserved.... the worst piece of
fanservice a game will ever have. Buy if you like the big boopis.

7\/10 character
8.5\/10 boopis
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